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I. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
Fifteen Iowa counties were selected according to population.and geographic criteria. The
clerks of district, courts , and county recorders in . each county were interviewed to
determine labor, equipment and -space requirements for {performing vital statistics
services. An analysis of costs for three alternative policy scenarios was conducted. The
major findings and recommendations are as follows: - i .
-. ^ ^ ^ , . -
- ' r"' ' ' • = • • - • , I
1. The average estimated costs per certificate for the sample of counties are: $3.05
for original birth certific?ates, $3.74 for original death certificates, $7.01 for marriage
applications, and $1.61 foncertified copies olbirth, death and marriagacertificates.
2. The size of county population does not appear to be related to the estimated costs
per original certificate or estimated costs per copy. While the more populated^
" counties generate requests for certificates in-proportion to their population, the
- results show the lowest cost counties per certificate appear as likely to be rural as
; they-are urban. . - .
3. The range in estimated costs per certificate are; $1.10 to $8.34 for original birth
certificates; $1.10 to $11.94 for original death certificates; $3.66 to $13.12 for
. original marriage licenses; and $1.02 to $2;94;for producing certified copies..
4. The results show the present fee"structure ($30 per marriage application and $10
per birth certificate originals and all copies) would-be adequate in^all cases,to
• : - .generate revenues that would cover the;.estimated costs for providing the vital
statistics services in the highest cost counties identified in the statewide sample.
Under the present system, only the cost of providing the original death certificate
.1 appears to not be compensated.
5. " The proposed transfer of responsibilities from the clerks of the district courts to the
county recorders generates-an estimated cost savings of 20 to 25 percent for Iowa
1 citizens; Nearly all of the estimated cost savings is due to the lowerwages that
recorders would likely pay staff in comparison to the wages currently being paid
to clerk staff that.are performing :the .vital statistics functions. - .
6. Assuming current_dollars, the county recorder costs for providing vital statistics
services is reduced by an estimated 34% percent upon implementationof the Iowa
vital statistics automation project:, This results, because part of data entry and
most of the: storage costs: are eliminated. „
.-..j 'Tr. . -
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7. A comparison of policy scenarios suggests policymakers may want to consider
postponing or synchronizing the transfer of responsibilities from clerks of the
, district court to county recorders so that county recorders are not required to hire
and train staff that will be relieved of part of their new job responsibilities within two
years upon completion of the vital statistics automation project.
8. The survey responses demonstrate that moving vital statistics services from the
clerks of the district courts to the county recorders appears to be a bigger issue
in some counties compared to others. Legitimate issues related to space,
available time and equipment, quality of existing, historical records and cost of
transferring the records vary by county and will need to be resolved. This implies
a need for the proposed legislation to articulate the responsibilities during the
transfer and to provide a timetable that encourages local planning and flexibility.
II. BACKGROUND ON THE ISSUE AND STUDY OBJECTIVES.
During 1994, the Iowa Senate Committee on Local Government introduced a bill into the
General Assembly that would transfer responsibility for providing certain vital statistics
services from the clerks of the district courts to county recorders. The vital statistics
services proposed for transfer are related to collection, storage, processing, retrieval and
production of certified copies of birth certificates, death certificates, marriage applications
arid marriage licenses/
Due to rising caseload and'limited growth in funds available ^to the state court system,
state court officials have become interested in reducing the number of clerk
responsibilities that are not directly related to efficient functioning of the district courts.
During the past two years, the responsibilities.for processing passport applications have
been transferred from the clerks of district courts to county recorders. Vital statistics
services represent another larger set of responsibilities which could potentially be
transferred to county recorders.
Underthe present system,a $30fee ischargedforeach original maniage application and
license. This revenue is retained by the court system. A $10 fee is charged for each
original birth registration. This revenue is transferred into a state child abuse prevention
fund. There are no registration fees for death certificates. However, a fee of $10 is
charged for all certified copies of birth, death and marriage certificates. Until July 1,
1997, $6 of the $10 fee for certified copies is placed in the general fund and $4 goes to
a vital statistics automation project directed by. the Iowa Department of Public Health.
After July 1, 1997, thefees charged for certified copies are to reflect the actual costsfor
producing the copies.
Transfer of the vital statistics services from the clerks of the district court to the county
recorders would change the unit of government responsible for service function, for
funding the service ^sts and for rnanaging the flow of funds. Clerks of district courts are
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state employees and fees charged by them are state revenues. Recorders are county
government officials and fees collected by them are county government revenues under
-the jurisdiction'of county supervisors. /" .
From an economic perspective, county supeiVisors would- not: likely be interested in
allowing this set of responsibilities to be transferred uriless the portion of the fees retained
:as county funds are sufficient to cover.theraddltional costs incurred by .countyi recorders
if they were to preform the vital statistics services. The County Recorders Association
is interested in determining the costs of providing such services so that an appropriate
fee schedule may be. established.to recover future costs.' ,
The Iowa Department of Public Health ..is currently implementing a: vital .statistics
automation, project that will involve retention of all birth, death and marriage records on
a state electronic database'storage system. pilot project that involves entry of birth
certificate information directly from hospitals is currently being conducted. The eventual
automation plan calls for direct entry^of birth and death certificate information by hospitals
and/or.fuheral directors;-Therefore, when this plan is fully irfiplemented in.FY.1998, local
•registrars will likely have less responsibility for collection and entry of birth and death data
into the state vital statistics database. The. funds >from the icertified copies allocated to
. the automation project are.to be used-in part-to purchasexomputers with appropriate
.' specs for data entry and retrieval'for local, hospitals and/or local registrars..
Under the automation concept, once local records are:entered, onto the.iState vital
statistics database, hard copies of local records may. no longer be needed, reducing the
j^.need for local vital statistic records storage space.- The^certified. copies .printed
electronically by the local registrar who accesses the state vital.statistics.database will
-look exactly like the original. One of the remaining issues is whether historical records
. will be entered into the state vital statistics:data.base?. If so^ how many years back will
l"ecords be entered? Who will do-the data entry and who will pay^the costs of entering
the historical records? • -
The purpose; of this study is to conduct an analysis of costs for providing vital statistics
services for Iowa counties. Specificallythe study objectives are:
1. To develop=.an estimate of present clerk: of district .court costs for providing vital
statistics services.
2. To develop an :estimate of costs that would be incurred! by county recorders if they
presently provided the vital statistics;services. j • .i '/ -
" •' . • -f;:. •. • ;; - • 0"
3. To develop an estimate of costs that wouid be incurred by county recorders after the
Iowa Department of: Public Health completesJhe\planned vital statistics, automation
project. j :o.- . .. f,. - ,
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III. METHODS.
In October of 1994, the Iowa County Recorders Association requested that Iowa State
University conduct a cost analysis of vital statistics service provision for a sample of 15
counties in Iowa. The study was specifically designed to analyze the cost of collecting,
processing, storing, retrieval and producing originals and certified copies for birth, death
and marriage records. In addition, information regarding mechanics' liens was to be
included in the study.
Using 1990 census data. Iowa's 99 counties were arrayed from high to low based on
population. Fifteen counties were then selected for site visits according to population and
geographical dispersion criteria. The selected counties in descending order of population
are; Polk, Linn, Pottawattamie, Cerro Gordo, Plymouth, Bremer, Jefferson, Hamilton,
O'Brien, Keokuk, Emmet, Guthrie, Wayne, Ringgold and Adams.
A survey instrument was designed to determine the nature of the information processes
and the time, space and equipment requirements currently employed by clerks of the
district courts in performing the vital statistics and mechanic's lien activities. Questions
regarding current labor, equipment maintenance and replacement costs were also asked.
Additional questions were asked to help develop estimates of the costs after full
implementation of the vital statistics automation project.
A second shorter companion survey instrument was developed for use with county
recorders. The purpose of the companion survey was to identify differences in costs
and/or constraints relating to labor availability, storage, workspace and equipment that
may influence the effective transfer of responsibilities.
The survey instruments were reviewed by clerk and recorder practitioners and revisions
were made to improve the clarity of the questions and responses. Site visits in the 15
counties surveyed were made during November and December of 1994. During each site
visit, the interview with the clerk of the district court was conducted before the county
recorder interview. Specific data regarding the time, space and equipment requirements
given by the clerk of the district court was shared with the recorder to determine the
recorder's assessment of likely impacts on their respective office resulting from the
proposed transfer of vital statistics services and/or mechanic's lien activities.
To assure accurate physical measurements, the researcher conducting the interviews
made actual measurements of the storage and workspace used to perform vital statistics
services. On average, the interviews with the clerks of the district court required 40 to
70 minutes. The interviews with the county recorders typically required 10 to 30 minutes.
Specific responses to the survey instruments may be found in Appendix A and B.
Summary statistics may be found in Appendix C and D.
IV. ANALYSIS OF ESTIMATED COSTS FOR VITAL STATISTICS SERVICES: ; C
• i:- . . - '
The first objective of this study is to estimate the cost of providing vital statistics services
• under the present; system. Survey responses .were used to: construct a^ seti.of cost
estimates for the various vital statistics functions performed by^-each clerk interviewed.
Labor costs are calculated using the time estimates, number of 'certificates generated,
and hourly wages, reported in the survey; by the .clerks for staff preforming ^the vital
statistics services.:. ' , - , , .. ^ : -v =
Annualized equipment cost estimates are calculated for the equipment used in performing
. vital statistics services as identified by each clerk. .: Local and/or. regional prices were
collected and-used for.each piece: of equipment. The cost of the equipment was
multiplied by an allocation factor represeriting the portion of use for vital statistics services
relative to other office use. A six year useful life was assumed for office equipment. A
16,year useful.life was assumed forfiles and^shelving. • 't .;; ' ; ..
Space costs are estimated byfirst estimating th&ispace allocation for vital istatistlcs
services.. The interviewer conductedphysical measurements ofstorage, processing and
counter spacerutilized for vital statistic^ service's. ':The space utilized^was.multiplied by
'the portion of time used for performing vital statistics services. Local and/or regional
office rental rates including utilities are used to develop the estimated annual space costs
allocated to the vital statistics services.
Administration costs are assumed to equal 15 percent of total direct labor, equipment and
space costs as estimated for each vital statistics function.
The county by county cost estimates are reported in Table 1. The first four columns
show cost estimates calculated for each type of certificate. The last column reports the
total annual costs for the clerk's office to perform the vital statistics services in the county.
The cost per original certificate includes collecting information, processing information,
making original certificates for state and local use, and data entry into storage. The total
annual costs include geneology searches and other labor not included in the per
certificate costs. The clerk interviews generated no justification for separating the
calculations of certified copies of birth, death and marriage certificates. Therefore, these
items were combined before copying costswere estimated. The costs for copies includes
retrieval of information, producing the certified copies and customer service.
The total annual costs for performing vital statistics services varies from $76,428 in
county A to $2,315 in county K. As one might expect the highest total annual cost is in
the most populated county and the total annual costs tend to decline with county
population to a level of 20,000 people per county. However, the counties below 20,000
in population appear to exhibit wider variation in total annual costs than those above
20,000 in population:'. The average total annual cost is $13,992 for the Iowa counties
ihcluded in the survey sample.
The statewide sample average estimated costs per certificate are as follows: $3.05 for
original birth certificates, $3.74 for original death certificates, $7.01 for marriage
applications, and $1.61 for certified copies of birth, death and marriage certificates. The
size of county population does not appear to be related to the estimated costs per original
certificate or estimated costs per copy. While the more populated counties generate
more requests for certificates, the results show that the lowest cost counties per
certificate appear as likely to be mral as they are urban.
The range in estimated costs-per certificate are: $1.10 to $8.34 for original birth
certificates: $1.10 to 11.94 for original death certificates; $3.66 to 13.12 for original
marriage licenses; and $1.02 to 2.94 for producing certified copies:
The results show the present fee structure ($30 per marriage application and $10 per
birth certificate originals and all copies) would be adequate in all cases to generate
revenues that would cover the estimated costs for providing the vital statistics services
in the highest cost counties identified in the statewide sample. Under the present system,
only the cost of providing the original death certificate appears to not be compensated.
TaUe 1. Estimated Certificate Costs by County, 1994.
County B.
J ' Birth " Death Marriage '•
,1 '
Copies* "Annual- 'Birth '• "Death' Marriage Copies* Annual .
Original Original License Cost Original Origmal License Cost
Labor- $1.70 $3.75 $4.17 $1.04 $63180 $1.17 $1.20 $8.01 $1.50 $41600 •
Equip. .11 ,..11 , .17 .06 3034 • .21 .21 1.40 .06 3548
Space .02 . .02 245 ; .13 -13 939
Admin. .27 .58 .65 .17 9969 .23 .23 1.43 .23 6913
Total Cost $2.10 $4.46 $5.01 $1.27 $76428 1.74 $1.77 $10.97 $1.79 ,$53000
\
Coiiiitv C
' , '
^ t ,
,Coun^ D
Birth Death Mamage Copies*' " AnTmRl'" Biith' Death" Marriage ' Copies* Annual
Original Original License Cost Original Original License Cost
Labor $.61 $.61 $3.66 $1.02 $15593 $1.74 $2.08 .$4.75 - $.83 $8346
Equip. •20 .20 -27 .06 1023 . - -^.36 .36 . .42 .06 815.
Space .15 .15 .15 428 .12 .12 , .12 169
Admin. .14 .14 .61 .16 2557 .33 .38 .79 .13 1400
Total Cost $1.10 $1.10 $4.69 $1.24 $19601 $2.55 $2.94 $6.08 $1.02 $10730
- •'
County E
t 1 -
County F
•'l 1
Birth ' • Death' Marriage Copies* Annual " ' Birth '• Death Mamage' Copies* • Annual
Original Original License Cost CWginal Original License Cost
Labor $2.08, $2.50 $4.68 $2.23 $6663 , . $1.50 $3.00 $3.33 $1.67 $4462
Equip. .30 .30 1.33 .07 554 .18 .18
00
.06 189 -
Space , .15 .15 . .15 118 .10 ,10, . 96
Admin. .38 .44 .92 .35 1100 .27 .49 .56 .26 712
Total Cost $2.91 $3.39 $7.08 $2.65 $8435 $2.05 $3.77 $4.27 $1.99 $5459
/' •
-
County G ' . County H
Birth • Death Marriage Copies* Annual Birth Death, Marriage Copies* Anniinl
Original - -Original License - Cost OriginaL Original. License .. ... - Cost
Labor $1.59 $3.60 $5.99 $1.20 $2677 $2.11 $1.86 $4.21 $.94 $2586
Equip. .65 - , -49 •55 , ' .06 291 .33 .33 . .33 .06 210
Space .40 .40 " .40 166 . .24 .24 , -24 112
Admin. .40 1.04 .19 470 .40 .36 .72 .15 436
Total Cost $3.04 $5.16 $7.98 $1.45 $3604 ' ' ' • $3.08 $2.79 $5.50 $1.15 $3344
Birth, Death, Marriage combined
Countv I Countv J
Birth Death Marriage Copies* Annual Birth Death Marriage Copies* Annual
Original Original License Cost Original Original License Cost
Labor SI.04 $1.04 $1.56 $1.04 $2763 $-.- $1.35 $4,06 $1.35 $2746
Equip. .45 .45 1.48 .OS 377 .29 1.26 .07 337
Space .25 .25 .25 104 .41 .41 128
Admin. .26 .26 .49 dl 487 .31 .86 .21 482
Total Cost $2.00 $2.00 $3.78 $1.29 $3731 $-." $2.36 $6.59 $1.63 $3693
Countv K Countv L
Birth Death Marriage Copies* Annual Birth Death Marriage Copies* Annual
Original Original License Cost Original Original License Cost
Labor $.94 $.94 $1.41 $.94 $1562 $5.00 $5.00 $10.00 $1.25 $4306
Equip. .47 .47 1.50 .08 353 .61 .61 .56 .06 236
Space .27 .27 .27 98 .28 .28 .28 95
Admin. 21 .48 dl 302 .88 M IM 696
Total Cost $1,93 $1.93 $3.66 $1.17 $2315 $6.77 $6.77 $12.47 $1.51 $5333
Countv M Countv N
Birth Death Marriage Copies* Annual Birth Death Marriage Copies* Annual
Original Origins! License Cost Original Original License Cost
Labor $6.25 $9.38 $9.38 $1.56 $3822 $-.-- $2.50 $7.50 $2.50 $5234
Equip. .64 .64 1.67 .07 239 .41 .53 .06 69
Space .36 .36 .36 84 .27 .27 29
Admin. IQ9 1.56 1.71 24 m M 1.25 m
Total Cost $8.34 $11.94 $13.12 $1.87 $4767 $-." $3.66 $9.55 $2.94 $6132
Countv O Samole Averaees
Birth [>eath Marriage Copies* Annual Birth Death Mamage Copies* Annual
Oiginal Origina License Cost Original Origina] Original Cost
Labor $1.04 $1.04 $3.13 $1.04 $2711 $2.06** 2.66 5.06 1.34 $11217
Equip. .39 .39 .45 .06 109
•
•
00
.36 .81 .06 759
Space .24 .24 .24 50 .21** .23 .23 191
Admin. 21 .25 .57 .17 431 .40** .49 .91 ai 1825
Total Cost $1.92 $1.92 $4.39 $1.27 $3301 $3.05** $3.74 $7.01 $1.61 $13992
• Birth, Dealh and Marriage combined
N = 13 (2 counties did not have hospitals)
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V. COMPARISON OF COSTS UNDER ALTERNATIVE POLICY SCENARIOS,
The second objective of this study is to develop cost estimates for providing vital statistics
services if- responsibility for the present services are transferred from the clerks of the
district court to the county recorders. The third objective is to.develop cost estimates for
county recorders assuming the vital statistics automation project is fully implemented.
The first option is to leave the existing system as is. The following tabje represents the
certificate costs under the present'system based on the statewide survey sample of 15
counties. ' ;
Table 2. Ciurent System Estimated Costs for Oerics of tiie District Court
Sample Average
Birth Death Marriage Copies Annual
Original Original Original B/D/M Cost
Labor $2.06 " $2.66 $5.06 ; $1.34 $11217
Equipment " .38 .36 .81' .06 759
Space .21 .23 .23 191
Administration .40 ' .49 . .91 .21 1825
Total Cost $3.05 • $3.74 $7.01 $1.61 $13992
Under optiori 2, the cost estimates for the recorders are calculated using the same labor,
equipment and space requiremerits developed from the survey responses from clerks of
district court. The labor and benefits and administration costs are adjusted for wage rate
differentials reported for clerk staff and recorder staff that would likely be performing the
vital statistics services. In most cases, the recorder responses .indicated they would be
hiring some new staff (either full or part-time) and these "new" staff would generally be
lower cost than the existing recorder staff (see Appendix E).
Table 3. Estimated Costs for Comity Recorders Under the Cmrcnt System.
Sample Average
Birth Death Marriage Copies Annual
Original Original Original B/D/M Cost
Labor $1.50 $1.94" $3.69 $.98 $8188
Equipment .38 .36 .81 .06 759
Space .21 \ .23 .23 191
Administration .31 .38 .71 .16 1371
Total Cost $2.40 $2.91 $5.44 $1.20 $10509
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In summary, estimated cost savings of 20 to 25 percent may be realized by Iowa citizens
if the proposed transfer of responsibilities from the clerks of the district courts to the
county recorders is implemented. Nearly all of the estimated cost savings is due to the
lower wages that recorders would likely pay staff in comparison to the wages currently
being paid to clerk staff that are performing the vital statistics functions.
The third scenario assumes implementation of a state-wide automation project. The Iowa
Department of Public Health is providing the lead for implementation of a state-wide vital
statistics computer network system. The current plans call for the entire state to be on
the system by July 1, 1998. The new system is designed to improve efficiency in
processing and to reduce space storage costs. Under the automation proposal, each
county courthouse will receive-from state automation project funds-a computer capable
of connecting to the state's central vital statistics database files. Hospitals will also have
computer access to the state's data files. All birth registrations will be handled directly
by hospitals. Deaths will likely still be handled by funeral directors or hospitals keyed
directly into the state system either with the hospital's computer or by the funeral director
in the county courthouse. Marriage licenses will still be handled at the courthouse, but
no local storage will be required for records entered onto the state's system..
The automation project eliminates most of the requirements for equipment and storage
space'associated with processing original birth and death certificates and it will also
eliminate storage space and some equipment needs used in conjunction with marriage
applications. The county recorder labor commitment for performing vital statistics
services will primarily be limited to processing and entering marriage application and
some death certificate data into,the state computer database and making copies of birth,
death and marriage certificates for local requests from the state data bank. It is
important to note that tinrie will be needed to transfer existing historical records onto the
new system, but once this task is accomplished, the county recorder commitment to vital
statistic services will be reduced.
Table 4. Estimated Costs for County Recoideis After Automation Project
Samole Avetase
Birth Death Marriage Copies Annual
Orieinal Orieinal Orieinal B/D/M Cost
Labor $0 $1.94" $3.69 $.98 $5928
Equipment 0 .0 .0 .0 0
Space 0 .02 .02 .02 91
Administratioii 0 .29 .56 .15 903
Total Cost $0 $2.25 $4.27 $1.20 $6922
Recorder staff labor requirements are eliminatedfor processing original birthcertificates.
For purposes of this study we assume that half of the original death certificates are
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processed at the courthouse and half at the county hospitals. The costs remaining for
county recorders will be for processing and entering marriage license applications, for
accessing state data files and for remote printing of certified copies of birth, death and
marriage certificates accessed from state vital statistics data files.
For purposes of this study, it is assumed that the time required to enter the marriage
application information into the state system is equal to the time needed to record that
information under the present system. It is further assumed that the time needed to print
and certify copies under the automated system is equal to the time needed to make
certified copies under the present system. For purposes of this study, it is assumed that
the maintenance and replacement of the spec computers is to be paid by the vital
statistics automation project from state sources of revenue.
In summary, estimated cost savings of 20 to 25 percent may be realized by Iowa citizens
if the proposed transfer of responsibilities from the clerks of the district courts to the
county recorders is implemented. Nearly all of the estimated cost savings is due to the
lower wages that recorders would likely pay staff in comparison to the wages currently
being paid to clerk staff that are performing the vital statistics functions.
Assuming current dollars, the county recorder costs for providing vital statistics services
is reduced by an estimated 34% percent upon implementation of the Iowa vital statistics
automation project. This results, because part of the labor and most of the storage costs
are eliminated. Note that these estimates of costs do not include the one time costs of
entering the historical records onto the state vital statistics database.
Finally, the comparison of the last two scenarios suggests that policy makers may want
to consider postponing or synchronizing the transfer of responsibilities so that county
recorders are not required to hire and train staff that will be relieved of part of their new
job responsibilities within two years upon completion of the vital statistics automation
project. Perhaps if a two year adjustment plan were developed, most of the adjustment
and readjustment concerns-that may occur with the transfer of responsibility scheduled
two years before the automation project completion-could be avoided.
VI. COSTS FOR PROVIDING MECHANICS UEN SERVICES.
Based on the responses to the survey instruments, costs were also estimated for
processing and storage related to mechanic's liens. The estimated costs for the statewide
sample average and sample of counties are reported in Table 5.
The statewide average cost per certificate is $6.62 and ranges from $1.89 in the lowest
cost county to $10.93 in the highest cost county. Again, there appears to be no
relationship between the cost per certificate and the population of the county.
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From comparison of the total estimated mechanic's •lien costs for each county, we
conclude that the mechanic's liens services are; not as significant in terms of the resource
requirements for providing vital statistics services. The total annual costs per.county
range from $18.71 to $2,131.-
Table 5. Estimated Mechanic's Lien Cost 1^ County
County A
Indiv. Annual
Cert. Cost
B
Indiv. Annual
Cert. Cost
c
Indiv. Annual
Cert. • Cost
D
Indiv.
Cert.
Annual
Cost
E
Indiv. Annual
Cert. .Cost
Indiv.
Cert.
F
Annual
Cost
Labor $.83 $216 • $6.00 $1560 $2.03 $317 $1.04 $25.96 $4.17 $33.33 $6.25 $325.00
Equip. .52 135 .84 218 .70 109 , . .61 14.64 2.30 18.40 .80 41.60
Space .29 75 .29 75 .12 19 .28 6.72 1.98 15.84 .14 7.28
Admin. .• .25 64 1.07 • 278 , . .43^ .29 6.95 1.27 10.14 1.08 56.08
Total Cost $1.89, . $490 $8.20 $2131 $3.28 $512 $2.22 $53.27 $9.72 $77.71 $8.27 $429.96
County G H I J K L
Indiv. Anniial .. Indiv. Annual Indiv. Annual Indiv. Anniifll. Indiv. Annual Indiv. Annual
Cert. Cost Cert. Cost Cert. Cost Cert. Cost Cert. Cost Cert. Cost
Labor $8.13 $422.76 $1.88 $22.50 $1.04. $6.25 $2.71 . $32.50 $3.13 .$31.30 $5.42 $65.04
Equip. 1.01 ,52.52 1.79 - 21.48 .1.16 6.96. 2.16 . 25.97 . 3,04 30.40 1.49 17.88
Space .36 18.72 1.18 14.16 .5,1 . 3.06. . 1.62 19.44 1.91 19.10 .84 10.08
Admin. 1.43 74.10 .73 8.72 .41 2.44 .97 11.69 - 1.21. 12.12. 1.16. 13.95
Total Cost $10.93 $568.10, . $5.58 $66.86 $3.12 $18.71 $7.46 $89.60 $9.29 .$92.92 $8.91 $106.95
County M N G1 • •' - Statewide Average
Indiv. - Annual Indiv. Annual Indiv. Annual - Indiv. Annual
Cert: Cost Cert. Cost ' Cert. Cost Cert. -•' Cost
Labor - $4.69 $46.90 $7.50 .$180.00 $2.08 $25.00 $3.79 . $220.64
Equip. .97 9.70 : .80 . " 19.20 .90 •10.80 • 1.-27 48.77
Space • • .25 2.50 .11 2;64. ,.44/ 5.28 - ,69' • 19.59
Admin. .89 8.87 1.26 30.28 .51 6.16 ^ .86 • 43.37
Total Cost $6.80 $67.97 $9;67 $232.12 $3.93 $47.24 $6.62 $332.29
VII. SELECTED OBSERVATIONS FROM SITE VISITS.
As with any study involving interviews, personal attitudes may influence the survey
results. All interviewees were cooperative with the interviewer and appeared to give
honest and accurate responses to the various
questions.. In several cases, great ,efforts wereemployed to find specific numbers and/or
measurements requested in the survey. .
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•While the purpose of the study .focuses on analyzing the costs of providing vital statistics
services, itwas clear in some cases that opinions regarding the merits of transferring .vital
statistics services from the clerks to recorders differed. During the course of interviews,
the interviewer developed the impression that a majority, of the clerks of district courts
would gladly release responsibility for these activities. However, not all clerks agreed with
this view. One clerk did not feel that substantial savings or benefit would result for the
public and likened the move to having change for change sake.
Another clerk stated that ifmarriage applications and licenses were moved, then marriage
dissolutions should be moved as well. This clerk indicated that recording a dissolution
was nearly as time consuming as a marriage application. The processes were nearly
identical. Although there were.fewer dissolutions, it was a significant activity during each
week. The record keeping system was not automated in this county. As with marriage
licenses, making copies of dissolutions: took time most weeks.
Another clerk was strongly in favor of moving all records along with the activities. They
were concerned about storage space and moving the activities meant moving all records
as;well. The transfer would relieve space constraints for the clerk. •
Counties with offices and storage space located farther apart may face increased labor
and response time requirements for moving records and making copies during the
transition. Genealogy activities are a significant part of vital statistics services in some
counties and would be transferred as the records are transferred. One clerk expressed
the view that the public would be best served if all records were stored together. ,
Storage space was a concern in all counties interviewed. The interviewer observed that
larger, counties In terms of population do not necessarily require the greatest storage
space to maintain records. As noted InAppendix A, Polk county has the greatest number
of vital statistics activities. However because of the storage system used, less storage
area for vital statistics is required in comparison to many of the other counties visited.
In contrast, another county experienced a courthouse-fire.in which a portion of the vital
statistics records were lost. As a result, this county had imposed a redundant hard copy
filing system with duplicate records. This approach contributed to higher labor costs and
additional storage space included in the survey response by this county in comparison
to other counties with similar population and requests.for certificates.
Clerks were asked for suggestions on how billing for death certificate costs related to
probate should be handled if the vital statistics services were moved to the recorder's
office. All clerks indicated that a payment system would need to be developed at the
Recorder's office to accommodate the:,probate process.- If. only cash payments are
allowed, the clerks felt judges, attorneys andothers involved in the probate process would
be inconvenience in comparison to the present:system which allows the clerks to run an
open account for.death certificates requested for a particular case. i.Clerks then Include
one final bill for the total amount as a part of the final probate settlement process
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managed by the clerk of the district courts. One suggestion by a clerk for simplifying this
process would be to combine the recorders and auditors offices at the county level.
Some county recorders commented on how frequently members of the public come to
their office looking for vital statistics services such as birth certificates or marriage license
applications. Other recorders appeared to welcome a new challenge. They saw few
constraints to the transfer and viewed the proposed new vital statistic responsibilities as
a way for them to better serve their constituents. In contrast, however^ other recorders
emphasized space and time constrains for existing office space and staff.
One county recorder from a larger county was extremely concerned about space and
expressed no idea where vital statistic records from the Clerk's office would or could be
stored. The interviewer discussed space and equipment requirements with all
interviewees. Upon conslusion of all interviews, the Interviewer observed that substantial
space hardship would in fact be Imposed in three counties out of the sample of 15
counties.
Most of the older records are stored in paper (docket) form and are quite heavy. In most
cases, recorders indicated that the records storage could be stacked higher to
accommodate the space requirements within the existing storage space of the office.
No attempt was made to determine whether structural integrity of the flooring system
would be compromised by adding taller storage systems however. When asked about
storage room outside of the recorder office, additional space in the building was available
in only a few cases.
A concern expressed by one recorder Involved "lead time" to make the move. This
recorder observed that the public and local government officials will be inconvenienced
during the proposed transfer of responsibilities and physical movement of records. The
recorder expressed a preference for having a well thought out plan with several months
to prepare for the physical movement of records, to retrain existing or add and train new
staff, to rearrange existing furniture and storage equipment, and to inform the public of
the changes.
Concerns over costs were raised by several recorders. Specifically, one recorder was
concerned about accepting responsibility for old paper records in poor condition. This
person felt the county would be required to permanently preserve the old records or they
could be lost. This person felt lamination was the best alternative, but cost would be
excessive.
Another concern expressed by a recorder was staff time. If additional staff are needed,
they suggested that county budget requests may have to be increased to compensate for
the increase in staff time required. Other recorders raised concerns about equipment or
storage shelves/files that may need to be purchased from county funds inthe future. One
16
recorder suggested the transfer was a strategy for shifting more functions and costs of
state government down to local!county government. 1!'^ .
•' ' ' •"> , •" " •
V
The issue of moving rtiechanic's liens was nearly always received by both the clerk and
recorder interviewees with" surprise." None of the interyiewees'had prior information
suggesting that responsibility of mechanic's lien records rtiay also be considered as part
of the transfer. Some interviewees-seemed-reluctant to answer the mechanic's lien
questions because they had not previous thought of thejimpabts of ih[s issue.
One clerk viewed hospital liens.to be a larger part of^their county lien activity than
mechanic's liens. This clerk suggested that if mechanic's liens are to be transferred then
hospital liens,should be considered.as well, j TheTrClerk used'the term,to refer"to liens
placed on property for non-payment of hospital or medical bills.
In summary, moving vital statistics services from the clerks of the district courts to the
county recorders appears to.be a bigger issue in. some; counties compared.to others.
Legitimate issues related to space, time ahd'equipment. quality of existing records and
cost of transferring the records vary by county and wijj heed to be resolved. This implies
a need for the proposed legislation to articulate the responsibilities during the transfer and
to provide a timetable that encourages local planning and flexibility.1'
A i's.'. .
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Vital Statistics
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Appendix A
Oerk of Court Survey Data
Liim Pottawattaniie Ceiro Gordo PIvmDutfa Bremer Jeffenon
How many staff deal with
vital statistics?
2 7 10 10 5 6 4
What is the average salary
of the vital statistic's staff?
SIO.OO
+ benefib
SIO.OO
+ benefits
S9.75
+ benefits
SIO.OO
+ benefits
SIO.OO
+ benefits
S8.00
+ benefits
SI 1.50
+ benefits
How many hospitals in your
county?
6 2 2 1 1 2 1
How much time each week
is spent on new birth cert.?
15 hn. 4.5 hn. 1.25 hn. 1.67 hn. 1 he 45 min. 20 min.
How much time each week
is spent copying birth cert.?
12 hn. 12 hrs. 4.2 hn. 1.33 hn. 2.5 hn. 50 min. 25 min.
How much time each week
is spent on new death cert.?
15 hn. 2.5 hrs. 45 min. 1.67 hn. 1 hr. 1.S hn. 45 min.
How much time each week
IS spent copying death cert.?
24.9 hn. 9 hrs.
(no probate)
4 hn. 2.67 hn. 2.25 hn. 50 min. 40 min.
How much time each week
is spent on new marriage
applications/certificates?
19.3 hn. 18 hn. 4.8 hn. 2.67 hn. 1.5 hn. 1.33 hn. 50 min.
How much time each week
is spent copying mar. cert.?
6 hn. 6 hn. 1.6 hn. 1.33 hn. 30 min. 20 min. 25 min.
How much time each week
is spent on vital statistics for
which no fee is charged?
5 hn. 12 hn. 8 hn. 1.5 hn. 2 hn. 3 hn. 10 min.
Time totals 97,2 hn. 64 hn. 24.6 hn. 12.84 hn. 10.25 hn. 8.58 hn. 3.58 hn.
What funds beyond the
standard fees charged are
used for vital statistics?
0 SIOOD
(off. supplies)
0 0 0 0 -
What floor space is needed
to store vital stat records?
12.5 s<|. ft 67.2 sq. ft 43 sq. ft 23 sq. ft 9.3 sq. ft 13.25 sq. ft 23.3 sq. ft
What counter space is need
ed to do vital statistics?
12 sq. ft 40 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 12 sq. ft 15 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft
What equipment is needed
to do vital statistics work?
(does not include shelves or
files)
microfilm
computer
typewriter
microfiim
tj'pewriter
microfiim
computer
copier
^-pewriter
microfilm
typewriter
typewriter microfiim
typewriter
copier
typewriter
What is the maintanence
cost of this equipment?
S2400
/year
S700
/year
-
$2500
fyesa
S80
/year
What is the replacement cost
of this equipment?
$55,000 SlUOO - S7600 SI000 $7000
Do you currently use the
Iowa Court Info System?
yes yes yes no no
no no
indicates "no response" or "does not apply
Vital Statistics
Hamilton - O Brien I&dlaik Emnttt- ' Gulhrie Wayne " Ringgold - Adams
How many staff deal
with vital statistics?
7
1 " " r "
. 4
>
13 4 4 3 2 3:
What is the average
salary of those-staff? •• -
$9.00
+ benefits-
' SIO.OO
-+ benefits
S13.00
+ ^nefits -
j
S9.00
+ benefits
S12.06
+ benefits
i $12.00
+- benefits
$10.00 .
+ benefits
How many hospitals in
your county? -
1 ' 2 i 0 1 1 1 0 . 1
How much time is spent
on new birth cert.?-
45 itiin. 15 min. i»
, f
10 min.
!
1
40 min. 30 min. . 0 . 5 min.
How much time is spent
copying birth cert.? -
35 min. 25 min. 50 min. 25 min.
1
1
10 min.
I
'
10 min.',
1
20. min. 10 miiL ,
How much time is spent
on new death cert.?.
30 min. ' 15 min. IS min. 15 min. 1 hn 1 hr. 15 min. 10 min.
How.much time; is spent
copying death cert;?
35 min. ^ 1 hr. 1.25 hr. '40 min. 40 mn. 40 miiL 30 min. 20 min.
How much time is spent
on new marriage' *"
applications/certificates?
1
45 min. " lO^hiin.'"
1
"45 min., '
i
[
15 min.
1
M hr.' 1 "30 min.-^' 7.5 min. ~15 min.
How miich time isTspent
copying marriage cert.-?
15 miiL 15 ihin.'
I
' 5' min. 25 min.'"
(
1.25 min. •5 iiiin. . ' 30 min. ' 10 min.
How much" time is spent
on vital stats for which
no fee is charged?
i hr. , 2 his. 5 min. 1
I
- .' 1
30 min.' 2 his.
1
Ihr.
'I
5 his. 3 his.
Weekly time totals 4.42 his. 4.25 his. 3.25 his! 2.67 his. 5.52 his; 3.92 his: 6:71 his. 4.17 his.
What funds beyond
standard fees are used
for vital statistics work?
0 1 •
•SllO/year
(off.
supplies)
0
... .
0
j,,
0 0 0 0 •
What floor space is
used to store vital stats?
14.6 sq. ft. 14.5 sq. ft 17.7 sq. ft 13.3 sq. ft 12,7 sq, ft 14.9 sq..ft ,4.7 sq. ft 8.3 sq. ft
What counter space is
used to do vital stats?
12.5 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 12 sq. ft 12 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft
What equipment is used
for vital statistics work?
(does not include
shelves or files)
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
computer
typewriter
microfilm
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
What's the maintanence
cost of this equipment?
- S400/ycar - - S600/year $800/year $500/year $400/year'
What's the replacement
cost of this equipment?
- $3000 - S2500 S4000 S7000 $4500 $5000
Do you use the ICIS? no no iio no no no no no
indicates "no response" or "does not apply"
VitM Statistics
Ptolk linn Pottawattamie Cem Gordo Plymouth Biemer Jeffieison
Weekly # of original
Birth Certificates
110 48 - -25 - -12 6 . 5 3
Weekly # of copies
of Birth Certificates
144 100 - - .. 50 20 . .14 5 . . 5 i
Weekly # of original
Death Certificates
. 50 . _ 26 15 - , 10
\
5 . 5 3
Weekly # of copies
of Death Certificates
. -299 75 48 40 13 . . 5 8
WeelHy # of original
Marriage App/Cert.
.58 28 . 16 7 4 4 2
Weekly Uof copies of
Mairiage App/Cert.
. , 72 50 . - 19 20 2 2 5 .
-Ifomilton OBrien I&okuk. Emmet Guthiie, Wayne Ringgold Adaim
Weekly Hof original
Birth Certificates
4 3 - 2 2 1.5 - 1
Weekly # of copies of
Birth Certificates
7
(
'5 10 5 2 2 , 2- ^ 2
Weekly Hof original
Death Certificates
3 3 3
f
3 3 2 1.5 • 2
Weekly Uof copies of
Death' Certificates
9 12 15 ' 8 ; 8 7.5 3 4
Weekly Uof original
Marriage App/Cert.
2 • 2" 3 2' 1.5 ' 1 .75 1
Weekly # of copies of
Marriage Appp/Cert.
3 ' 3 1 5 ' .25 1 1 2
- Indicates.no county hospital that delivers babies
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Mechanic's lien
Polk Linn Ptottawattamic Ceno Goido Ptymouth Biemer JefTcison
How many staff deal with
mechanic's hens?
4 .9 4 10 2 2 3
What is the average salary ol
those staff?
$8.00
+ benefits
S12.00
+ benefits.
S9.75
+ benefits
SI0.00
+ benefits
S14.00
+ benefits
$10.00 .
+ benefits
S 13.00
+ benefits
How much time each week
is spent on mech. liens?
25 min. 2 his. 30 min. 5 min. 3 min. 30 min. 30 min.
What floor space is needed
to store mechanic's liens?
7 sq. ft: +
1 drawer
2 dockets +
4 boxes
2 books +
2 drawers
1 book +
1 drawer •
2.25 sq. ft 1 shelf+
1 drawer
1 shelf+
4 draweis
What coimter space is need
ed to do mechanic's liens?
6 sq. ft ' 24 sq. ft 6 sq.ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft
What equipment is needed to
do mechanic's liens?
microfilm
typewriter
copier
typewriter
ICIS computei
copier
copier
typewriter
microfilm
typewriter
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
What is the maintanence
cost of that equipment?
- - - -
S600/year S400/year -
What is the repliacement cost
of that equipment?
- $6000 - • $5500 $6000 ' •
Hamilton O Brien Keokuk Emmet Guthrie Wayne Ringgold Adams
How many staff deal
with mechanic's liens?
7 4 3 3 ' 2 2 2 3
What is the average
salary of those staff?
$9.00
+ benefits
. SIO.OO
+ benefits
$13.00 —
+ benefits
SIO.OO
+ benefits
$13.00
+ benefits
. $15.00
+ benefits
$12.00
+ benefits
$10.00
+ benefits
How much time is
spent on mech. liens?
10 min/
men.
2.5 min/
mon
12 min/
-mon.'
12 min/
men.
20 min/
mon.
12 min/
mon.
60 min/
men.
12 min/
men.
What floor space is
used to store mechanic's
liens?
2 sq. ft 1 book 2.8 sq. ft 2.7 sq. a
2 shelves
1 file box ' 1 shelf 1 shelf
1 shelf
1 drawer
What counter space is
used for mech. liens? -
12.5 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 12 sq. ft . 12 sq. ft 6 sq. ft 6 sq. ft
What equipment is used
for mechanic's liens?
(does not include-
shelves or files)
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
copier
typewriter
nucrofUm
copier
typewriter
copier copier
typewriter
copier
What's the maintanence
cost of this equipment?
- S400/year
1
$600/year $80p/year $500/year S400/year
What's the replacement
cost of this equipment?
- $4000 - - $4000 ' $6000 $4500 $4000
indicates "no response" or "does not apply"
IV
Vital Statistics
Polk
Appendix B
Recorder Survey Data
Linn Pottawattamie Ceno Goido Plymouth Bremer Jefienon
How many slack hours does
your staff present have to
do vital statistics?
,0 8/wk 0 5/wk 0 5/wk 2/wk
What is the average salary
of your current staff?
S9.00/hr.
'+ benefits
SlO.OO/hn
+ benefits
$9.30/hr.
+ benefits .
$9.00/lir.
+ benefits
S13.00/hr.
+ benefits
SlO.OO/hr.
+ benefits
SlO.OO/hr.
+ benefits
Would you need to hire new
staff to do vital statistics? .
i - j
yes yes yes yes
p^-time
yes
part-time
no no
What would that new staff
likely cost?
$8.50/lir.
+ benefits
S7.50/iir.
+ benefits
$7.00/hr.
+ benefits
S7.00/hr S6.ld/hn - -
Do you have enough space
to store vital stat. records?
yes
(loom next
dooi)
yes ho
i " '
yes • no yies
(move old
leco^)
yes
(move old
records)'
Do you have necessary
equipment to do this work?
yes • ' yes yes yes no yes yes
Do you have necessary files
and shelves for storage of
vital statistics?
no
(bity new)
yes • no no
(bity new)
no yes no
(buy new)
Mechanic's liens , ' - ' '
Would you need to hire new
staff to do mechanic's liens?
no - no yes
fall-tin^
no
i
yes 1 no no
What would the staff salary
be to do mechanic's liens?
S9.00/hE
+ benefits
SlO.OO/hr.
-+ benefits
S7.p0/hr.
+ benefits
S9.00
+ benefite
$6.10 $10.00/hr.
+ tenefits
SlO.OO/hr.
+ benefits
Do you have room to store
mechanic's lien records?
- yes
(next dooi)
, yes yes. - yes yes yes yes
Do. you have niecessary.
equipment to do
mechanic's liens?
yes yes yes yes .yes. yes. yes
Passports j
Do you do passports? yes yes - no yes yes yes yes
Have you had any problems
with handling passports?
yes
(1)
IU> nO' no no yes
(2)
indicates "no response" or "does not apply"
(1) system requires two checks one to county andone to federal goyemment
(2) not enough phone numbers/system difficult to get through onto
Vital Statistics
Hamilton O Brien Keokuk Emmet Gtithrie Wayne Ringgold Adams
How many slack hours
does your present staff
have to do vit. stats?
5/wk 0 3/wk 1.5/wk 0 2/wk 2/wk 0
What is the average
salary of those staff?
S11.95/hr.
+ benefits
$8.00/hR
+ benefits
S9.00/hr.
+ benefit
S6.50/hr.
+ benefits
SlO.OO/hr.
+ benefits
S9.S0
+ benefits
SlO.OO/hr.
+ benefits
S12.00/ hr.
+ benefits
Would you need to hire
staff to do vital stats?
yes
pait>time
yes
part-time
no no yes
part-time
no no yes
part-time
What would that new
staff likely cost?
' $6.00 ' S7.50 '
+ benefits
'
• r
S5.00/hr. - • - S5.S0/hr.
Do you have enough
space to store vital
statistic records?
yes
(move old
lecoids)
yes
(stack
highei)
yes
(move old
lecbtds)
yes
(i^ye old
records)
yes
j
yes yes yes
(move old
lecoids)
Do you have necessary
equipment?
yes yes yes >yes O . yes yes yes yes
Do you have necessary
files/shelves for storing
the vital stat records?
no
(buy new)
no
(buy new)
yes yes yes yes no
(bii^ hew)
yes
Mechanic's Liens
Would you need to hire
new staff to do ML?
no yes
part-time
no no no yes
part-time
no no
What would the staff
salary be to do ML?
S11.95/hr. S7.5D/hr.
+ benefits
$9.0D/hr.
+ benefits -
S6.50/hr.
benefits
SlO.OO/hr.
+ benefits
S9.00/hr. SlO.OO/hrJ
+ benefits
S12.00/hr.
+ benefits
Do you have robm'to
store the ML records?
yes yes
stack highei
yes yes yes yes no
(need shelf)
yes
Do you have the needed
equipment to do ML?
yes no
(buy new)"
yes ' yes yes yes
1 -
yes yes
Passports
Do you do passports? yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
Have you had problems,
doing passports? .
no no no no . no no no no
indicates "no response" or "does not apply'
VI
Appendix C
Qerit of District Court
Suimnaiy Statistics
How many hospitals does your county have?
^=15 Mean = 2.47
Time
-Counting yourself, how many staff in your office deal with collecting, storing, accessing and
producing copies of vital statistics data?
N = IS Mean = 4.9
-Using an average, approximately what is the hourly salary of those staff members who do the above
tasks?
N =15 Mean = $10.61 + 25% Benefits
-On average, how many hours per week do you and your staff spend collecting, storing, accessing
and producing certified copies of each of the following?
Col/Sto # of Cert. Acc/Cop # of Copies
Birth Certificates N = 15 Mean= 2.0 hn* 15.65* 1.85 hrs. 24.87
Death Certificates N = 15 Mean = 1.8 hrs. 12.03 2.18 hrs. 36.97
Marriage App/Lic. N = IS Mean= 3,88 hrs. 8.82 .96hrs, 12.42
*N= 13
-On average, how many hours each week are spent on genealogy issues, phone calls and
other activities for which you do not charge a fee?
N = 15 Mean = 3.08 hrs.
Space
-In square feet, howmuch floor space is devoted to the storage of records related to birth
certificates, death certificates, marriage applications, licenses and certificates?
N = IS Mean = 19.48 sq.ft.
-In square feet, howmuch counter space and other desk or office space is devoted to tasks
related to vital statistics?
N = 15 Mean = 10.9 sq. ft.
VI1
Equipment
-What equipment are needed to accomplish tasks related to vital statistics in your county?
N = IS ' Equipment Used County %
Typewriter 100%
Copier 60%
Microfilm 40%
Coiiq)Uter (index only) 13.3%
-What are your current costs to maintain this equipment?
N=9 Mean = $931/yr.
I L "1 .1
What would be the likely cost to replace these equipment items?
N= 11 Mean = $9790
-Do you currently have access to the Iowa Court Information System (ICIS)?
N^lS Yes = 20%
-Do you currently have one or more computers in your office capable of connecting via a
modem with a state-wide computer system?
N= IS Yes = 40%
Part n. Now I would like similar information about your office tasks related to mechanic's
liens.
Time
-Counting yourself, how many staff in your office deal with collecting, storing, accessing
and producing copies of mechanic's liens?
N ~ 15 Mean = 4
-On average, how many hours per week do you and your staff spend collecting, storing,
accessing and producing copies related to mechanic's liens?
Col/Stor Requests
Mechanic's Lien N = IS Mean = 1S.6 rmnJwk 1.16/wk.
-Using an average, approximately what is the hourly salary of those staff members who
do the above tasks?
N=1S Mean = S11.2S
Space
-In square feet, how much floor space is devoted to the storage of records related to
mechanic's liens?
N = S* Mean = 3.35*
* does not irtclude those counties with 2 orfewershelves where needed space is insignificant
-In square feet, how much counter space, desk space or additional office space is devoted
to tasks related to mechanic's liens?
N = IS Mean —8.4 sq.ft.
Vlll
Equipment
What equipment are needed to accomplish the t^ks related to mechanic's liens in your
county?
N = 15 Eaidvment Used County %
Copier 80%
Typewriter 80%
Microfilm 20%
ICIS Computer 7Vo
What are your expected costs to maintain this equipment?
N^7 Mean = S528.S7
What would be your costs to replace the equipment items needed to accomplish those
tasks related to mechanic's liens?
N^8 Mean = $5,000
IX
Appendix D
County Recorder
Summaiy Statistics
Time
-How many slack hours per week would you and your, staff have available to handle the
collecting, storing, accessing and copying of vital statistics data?
N= 15 Mean = 2.23 his.
• ' • • . -ii.- ... "I- I I,.,- •
-What is the average hourly cost for those staff? . . , .
N ~ IS Mean —S9.82/hT. + benefits
-The Clerk of Court indicates that hours ,^e needed for these tasks. Would you
need to hire additional staff?
iV= i5 Yes=60% No=40%o,,. . .
-What would be the likely hourly cost of this additional staff?
N= 9 Mean = S6.68/.hr. , , . .
Space
-The Clerk of Court'indicates.that sq. ft.>of office space; is needed for this function.
Do you have enough space to accommodate this requirement?
N-=IS Yes = 86,7% No = 13.3%
-Do you have access to floor space outside of your office which could be used for storing
the vital statistics records? . s: , ,
N=1S Yes = 53.3% No =46.7%-.
- In addition to stor^e space, the Clerk,of Court indicates that ^ sq. ft. of counter and
other office space is needed to handle the vital,statistics-activities. Do you have enough
counter space to accommodate this requirement?
N=14 Yes ==93% No = 7%
Equipment
-Do you have the necessary equipment that might be used for collecting, storing,
transferring and copying of vital statistics data?
N= 15 Yes = 93% No = 7%
The Clerk of Court is currently using file cabinets/drawers and shelves for
storing vital statistics data. Do you have that much free or would you have to purchase
more?
N = 15 Yes " 46.7% Purchase more = 53.35%
-Do you currently have access to fiber optics or a computer system capable of connecting
to a statewide network?
N= 15 Yes = 53.3% No = 46.7%
Mechanics Liens
In addition to the time spent on vital statistics, the Clerk of Court indicates that staff hours
are needed each week to handle activities related to mechanics liens. If those duties were given
to your office how would you likely hire staff? Full/ Part time?
IS Yes = 26.7% No = 73.3%
What would be the likely hourly cost of the staff who would do mechanic's liens?
N = IS Mean = S9.I4/hr. + benefits
In addition to the space required to store and process vital statistics, the Clerk of Court indicates
that sq. ft. of office space and sq. ft. of counter or work space is needed for the
activities related to mechanics liens. If mechanics lien activities are moved to your office would
you have the needed space to accommodate those activities?
N=1S Yes =93.3% No = 6.7%
Do you have all equipment items needed to do mechanic's liens?
JV=iJ Yes = 93.3% No = 6.7%
In not, where would you likely get the needed equipment?
N - I Purchase new
If purchased, where would you likely get the funds for this equipment?
N = I Rmse county budget
Passports
Do you do passports in your office?
N=1S Yes = 93.3% No = 6.7%
Have you encountered any unexpected problems with your passport activities?
N=24 Yes* = 14.3% No = 85.7%
* see Appendix B
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Appendix E
Houiiy Wage and Benefit Differential for staff likely to peifoim
Vital Statistics services for Oeris of District Courts and County Recorders
County A B C
(percent change)
D E F G H I
Qerk** $12.50 $12.50 $12.19 $12.50 $12.50 $10.00 $14.38 $11.25 $12.50
Recorder 10.63* 9.38* 8.75* 8.75* 7.63* 12.50 12.50 7.50* 9.38*
% of cuirent
labor cost 85% 75% 72% 70% 61% 125% 87% 67% 75%
County J K L M N O Sample
Average
Oeik
Recorder
% of current
labor cost
$16.25 $11.25
11.25 8.13
69% 72%
$15.00 $18.75
6.25* 11.88
42% 63%
$15.00 $12.50
12.50 6.88*
83% 55%
$13.27
9.59
73%
** All salaries were developed using the stated average hourly wage of the employees who do vital
statistics work in each clerk's office and adding 25% for benefits.
* Indicates a county that will need to hire additional staff to accomodate the vital statistics functions
should it be moved to the Recorder's office. The salaries listed are the expected hourly wage, plus a
25% benefit package, of the staff (either existing or "new") who will like be assigned the vital statistics
duties should they be moved to the Recorder's office.
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